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Access Control System is emerged to strengthen the management of in and out of 
personnel, under the circumstances that the complexity of personnel who enter and exit 
the office building is increasing caused by series of problems such as the development 
of business, expanding of various organizations and personnel change. Access Control 
System is an in and out digital control system that can control in and out of personnel, 
peoples’ behavior in sensitive area of office building, record and add up management 
digit accurately. Access Control System is mainly solved the security problem of 
enterprises, institutions and various office building. Installing the control equipment in 
the door of floors and rooms etc., such as the Access Controller, Password Keyboard 
etc., and personnel is able to in and out only by valid card identification. Office building 
is able to manage the opening and closing by Access Control System, to ensure free 
access of authorized personnel and restrict access of unauthorized personnel.  
Access Control System is researched and developed based on Windows platform, 
using SQL Server 2005 database. This system is mainly including Smart Card 
Management System, Access Control System, Work Attendance Checking system and 
Electronic Patrol System，which can manage the basic information of personnel, daily 
access records, counting up of work attendance check and security patrol route. 
This thesis introduced the development status of Access Control System in detail 
firstly, and analyzed specific demand of the system in consideration of actual utilization 
requirement of our institution. Then describe how to design the structure of system by 
using related technique. Finally, optimized this program comprehensively and then 
provided a strong technical basis for office implementation program of our institution. 
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